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Abstract—Transmitting digital information using ultra-short
pulses, impulse radio (IR) has received increasing interest for
multiple access (MA). When IRMA systems have to operate in
dense multipath environments, the multiple user interference
(MUI) and intersymbol interference (ISI) induced, adversely
affect system capacity and performance. Analog IRMA utilizes
pulse position modulation (PPM) and random time-hopping codes
to mitigate ISI and suppress MUI statistically. We develop an
all-digital IRMA scheme that relies on multistage block-spreading
(MS-BS), and judiciously designed transceiver pairs to eliminate
MUI deterministically, and regardless of ISI multipath effects.
Our proposed MS-BS-IRMA system can accommodate a large
number of users and is capable of providing different users with
variable transmission rates, which is important for multimedia
applications. Unlike conventional IRMA systems, MS-BS-IRMA
exhibits no degradation in bit-error rate performance, as the
number of users increases.

Index Terms—Block-spreading (BS), impulse radio (IR), mul-
tiple access (MA), multipath fading channels, time-hopping (TH),
ultra-wideband (UWB) systems, wireless cellular systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

I MPULSE RADIO (IR) or ultra-wideband (UWB) com-
munication systems receive increasing attention thanks to

their attractive features for baseband MA, low-power con-
sumption, convenience to overlay existing infrastructure, and
multimedia services. An impulse radio (IR) transmission con-
sists of a pseudorandomly shifted train of very short pulses,
where the information is encoded in their shift via pulse posi-
tion modulation (PPM) [17]. The random shifts together with
the ultra-short pulse shaper, and the data modulation result in
a transmitted signal with low power spectral density spread
across the ultra-wide bandwidth.

IR technology equipped with time-hopping (TH) codes was
proposed in [10] and [17], where it is referred to as impulse radio
multiple access (IRMA). Subsequent works have focused on op-
timizing the efficiency of IRMA by characterizing the channel,
improving the modulation format, and addressing networking
aspects; see [3], [7], [8], [14], [16], and references therein.

IRMA systems have to operate often in dense multipath
environments. Based on experimental measurements, it was
shown in [15] that IR signalling provides resolvable multipath
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components and enables collecting energy from multipath
propagation with appropriate receiver designs (see e.g., [13]).
This is true provided that the observation window is long enough,
and intersymbol interference (ISI) is avoided by adjusting
system parameters. However, when multiple users present,
the multipath propagation also induces multiuser interference
(MUI). The MUI, together with ISI, affects system capacity
and performance severely [1], [4]. In the analog IRMA schemes
proposed so far, the MUI is treated as Gaussian noise, and it is
suppressed only statistically. Such schemes require successful
application of (strict) power control and rely on the Gaussian
approximation of the MUI [7], [16]. However, when the number
of users is not large enough, the Gaussian approximation is
not valid. On the other hand, as the number of users increases,
bit-error rate (BER) performance degrades with fixed power,
while additional power becomes a must for a given BER [16].
The single-user case has been tested in [1], [4], [8], but the
performance of analog IRMA transmissions over ISI multipath
channels has not been studied thoroughly. Recently, a digital
IRMA model was developed in [5], [6]. This scheme is tailored
to adownlinkscenario, and invokes multiuser detection (MUD)
to improve upon the statistical MUI cancellation. However,
[5], [6] is not suitable for the uplink operation; but even in
the downlink, the receiver designs require inversion of large
size matrices. In addition, the maximum number of users the
system can accommodate is quite limited compared to the
conventional IRMA system [16].

In this paper, we develop an all-digital IR that relies on mul-
tistage block-spreading (MS-BS) operations to gain resilience
to MUI and ISI. Chip-interleaved block-spread code-division
multiple access (CIBS-CDMA) was developed in [18] to
eliminate MUI deterministicallyat the receiver by parsing the
information stream into blocks, on which block-spreading, and
chip interleaving is applied before transmission. CIBS-CDMA
relies on linear modulation, and is suitable for a bandwidth-ef-
ficient setup. Here, we show that in power-efficient IRMA
systems using orthogonal -ary PPM modulation, the features
of CIBS in MUI elimination still hold when the transceivers
are designed based on our novel MS-BS operations. Those
render the MA channel equivalent to a set of independent
parallel single-user frequency-selective channels with additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN), on which any single-user
equalizer can be employed. Our transceivers, that we natu-
rally term multistage block-spread IRMA (MS-BS-IRMA),
have low-complexity, and are applicable to bothuplink and
downlink setups. Furthermore, thanks to the two stages of
block-spreading, the proposed system can accommodate a large
number of users, and is capable of providing different users
with variable transmission rates, which is important for certain
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multimedia applications. As the number of users increases,
MS-BS-IRMA shows no degradation in BER performance,
in contrast to what can be observed in conventional IRMA
systems.

In Section II, we develop a digital -ary PPM-IRMA
model starting from the conventional continuous-time model
described in [14]. The multipath channel is also introduced in
this section, along with the digital equivalent channel model.
Based on the signal and channel models, the MS-BS-IRMA
schemes together with the system model in matrix-vector
form, are derived in Section III. Our digital transceiver designs
developed in Section IV are based on a specific BS operation,
which similar to [18], can be viewed as (and is implemented
by) symbol-spreading followed by chip-interleaving. Thanks
to chip interleaving and zero-padding at the transmitter, mutual
orthogonality between different users’ addresses is preserved
even after multipath propagation, which enables deterministic
multiuser separation. Consequently, MUD is successfully
converted to a set of equivalent single user equalization prob-
lems. Discussion of several features of the proposed system
is presented in Section IV. Simulations are performed in
Section V, where comparisons and performance analysis are
shown. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VI.

Notation: Bold upper (lower) letters denote matrices
(column vectors); and denote transpose and Hermi-
tian transpose, respectively; and stand for Kronecker’s
delta and Kronecker product, respectively. for expec-
tation, for integer floor, and for integer ceiling;
denotes the identity matrix of size ; and denotes an
all-zero matrix with size .

II. -ARY PPM-IRMA MODELING

In this section, we develop a digital -ary PPM-IRMA
model starting from the conventional continuous-time model
[14]. We also introduce the multipath model and present the
discrete-time equivalent channel model.

A. Signal Model With TH

To facilitate the transition from the continuous-time PPM to
our BS model, we first briefly review the PPM-IRMA setup in
the single-user case, and its links with the linearly modulated
CDMA model in [5] and [6].

In -ary PPM-IRMA, for each, e.g., theth user, every
transmitted -ary PPM symbol is repeated over frames
each having duration . During a signalling interval of
duration seconds, message bits of a
user, having a bit rate , are loaded in a -bit buffer. Hence,
the -bit output symbol rate is . We denote the

th user’s information bearing symbol transmitted during the
th frame as , where .
Each frame comprises chips. With denoting chip

duration, we have , where is a guard time
introduced to account for processing delay at the receiver
between two successively received frames. Theth user’s
transmitted waveform is given by

(1)

where is the th user’s transmission power, denotes
the ultra-short monopulse, and is a peri-
odic TH pseudorandom sequence with period . The
role of is to enable MA, and security in e.g., military
communications. Each segment of duration contains
copies of a single symbol (one per frame), and the monopulse is
time-shifted in each frame according to the symbol value; e.g., it
is shifted by if , for .
Let denote the monopulse duration. In order to ensure or-
thogonal modulation, PPM modulation delays must satisfy

. Thus, the chip du-
ration is chosen to satisfy: . One way
to model this mapping is to have parallel branches each real-
izing a shifted version of the pulse stream. In order to generate
the signal , we then only need to select one branch (out of

) depending on the symbol value. Adopting this viewpoint,
we can reexpress (1) as

(2)

with

(3)

where
. Upon defining the time-shifted pulses ,

and recalling that for , (3) can be rewritten
as

(4)

Because is an integer, we infer that
in (4) is shifted by an integer multiple of . It is thus possible
to view as a linearly modulated waveform with symbol
rate , and express it as

(5)

where is a sequence that depends on , and
. Equation (2) can be interpreted as the superposition

of linear modulators, each with a different pulse function
.

Let us consider a new chip-rate code sequence defined
via as follows:

(6)

It can be readily verified by direct substitution that the period
of in (6) is . An example is shown in Fig. 1
to illustrate the relation between and . Clearly the
two are related by a mapping between the chip index, and the
frame index . The reason we introduced is because the
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Fig. 1. Relation betweenc (n) and~c (k). N = 3; N = 8.

Fig. 2. TH PPM modulation of theuth user. During thenth chip duration, the transmitted symbol isI (bn=(N N )c).

th user’s chip sequence on theth branch in (5) can
be conveniently expressed as

(7)

The TH PPM modulation of the th user at the chip-rate is
illustrated in Fig. 2. Notice that the information carrying stream

, and thus , does not
change over the duration of s ( chips). It is spread
by the TH address to generate the chip sequence
in (7). From this chip-rate sampled model, the nonlinearly
modulated PPM-IRMA model can be viewed as a linearly
modulated CDMA system [5], [6].

We have assumed here for simplicity that , although
the model can encompass as well. This can be accom-
plished by setting with integer, and restricting
the sequence to take its values on , where

. Hereafter, we will assume .

B. Channel Model

The transmitted signal propagates through a channel
, and is filtered by a multibranch receiver with the filter

on the th branch matched to , where
. With denoting convolution, let

be the chip-sampled discrete time
equivalent FIR channel. The FIR channel of order

includes the th user’s asynchronism in the form of delay

factors as well as transmit-receive filters, and the multipath ef-
fects. Let denote sampled noise.
The chip-sampled matched filter output of theth branch at
the receiver is

(8)

where is the number of users, , and is the
number of PPM pulse shapers.

Here, we focus on a cellular quasi-synchronous system in
theuplink, where the mobile users attempt to synchronize with
the base-station’s pilot waveform, and have a coarse common
timing reference. Asynchronism among users is thus limited to
only a few chip intervals; the maximum asynchronism
arises between the nearest and the farthest mobile users. With

denoting maximum multipath spread, which is found
using field measurements from the operational environment,
the maximum channel order can be found as

.
The downlink model (from the base station to the user of

interest ) is subsumed by the uplink model (8): indeed, set-
ting , is a special
case of (8) since the latter allows for distinct user channels. The
downlink transmissions are synchronous with , and
the maximum channel orderdepends only on through
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. In either uplink or downlink, the only channel
knowledge assumed at the transmitter is.

III. D IGITAL MS-BS-IRMA TRANSMITTER

To facilitate separation of multiple users, and thus eliminate
the MUI at the receiver, we start by assigning to each user a TH
address vector of length denoted by

(9)

with , and
and any two users . Recalling that the total number of

chips in one frame is , it follows that the number of such TH
address vectors can be at most. If the number of active users
satisfies , then out of the TH addresses can be
uniquely assigned to the users. Let us now define the TH
spreading codes

of length , and with defined as
in (6). It can be readily shown that no collisions occur between
any two users by design, since these code vectors are mutually
orthogonal, i.e., .

But what if the number of active users is ? In such
cases, it is inevitable that more than one users are assigned the
same TH address. Recall from Section II that identical informa-
tion symbols are sent over frames. This can be viewed as
encoding each symbol with a repetition code. In order to distin-
guish between different users who share the same TH address,
we can replace the repetition code with a user-signature pattern
that will henceforth be referred to as multiuser (MU) address.
Let the th MU address be expressed as

(10)
and suppose it is designed to satisfy

. The repetition encoding of
Section II can be realized by simply setting

.
If the number of users satisfies , then a given

TH address has to be assigned to or users,
which form a user group. In order to be able to resolve users in
the same group, we assign an additional set of MU addresses
by employing a unique mapping to each of the or

users in the same group, in order to distinguish them
from each other. Note that the same MU address can be assigned
to several users that belong to different groups, since the groups
are differentiated via their unique TH addresses. Systematically,
we assign the TH and MU addresses to each user, e.g., theth
user , as follows.

1) Assign to the th user the TH address with index
;.

2) Assign to the th user the MU address with index
.

As illustrated by the example in Fig. 3 for , in-
dices of users are loaded in a matrix having rows

Fig. 3. MU and TH address assignment example.N = 8; N = 4; N =

32.

and columns. Each two-dimensional (2-D) coordinate
(matrix entry) determines the MU and TH addresses of a spe-
cific user. It is evident that given a user, its pair is
uniquely determined and vice versa. Therefore, if the number
of users , the probability of hits or collisions is
zero. Hereafter, we consider the fully loaded system, where the
number of users .

As mentioned earlier, corresponding to each user signature
address we assign a unique user spreading code. Based on our
multistage user signature spreading code assignment, we are
going to introduce user-specific block-spreading codes, and de-
sign the corresponding MS-BS scheme, which will be shown
capable of separating multiple users, and eliminating the MUI
deterministically at the receiver, regardless of the underlying
frequency-selective channels.

A. MU Block-Spreading Stage

The th transmitted symbol on theth branch of user , that
we denoted as , is signalled by invoking theth user’s
MU address, and can be expressed as

(11)

As we saw in Section II-A, the TH-IRMA model can be viewed
as a CDMA system, where each symbol is spread according to
the user’s TH address. We can view the spreading with MU ad-
dresses in the same manner. Notwithstanding, unlike traditional
spreading that is performed over asingle symbol, we here use
block spreading that operates on ablock of symbols. Specifi-
cally, the information stream on theth branch of the th user

is first parsed into blocks of length

and then block-spread by a user-specific spreading matrix
to obtain the output vector ,

where . Viewing
each column of (with the st column denoted by )
as a separate spreading code for user, the block spreading op-
eration implements a multicode transmitter (codes per user)
[11]. Indeed, we can write the transmitted block as:

.
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Fig. 4. Continuous and discrete-time equivalent system model of theuth user (only themth branch at the transmitter and them th branch at the receiver are
shown).

B. TH Block-Spreading Stage

Similar to the MU address BS, we introduce the TH
spreading matrix for the th user; and use it to re-
cast (7) in a matrix-vector form ,
where the vector on the th branch is

. We will later on specify
the TH address matrix and the corresponding
receiver matrix, which guarantee the MUI elimination by
design.

Notice that the MU BS is performed at the frame-level, i.e.,
a block of symbols are spread into frame-rate signals
(each of duration ); whereas the TH BS is performed at the
chip-level, i.e., the block of frame-rate signals are further
spread into chip-rate signals (each of duration) by the TH
spreading matrices .

C. Multistage Matrix-Vector Model

The block diagram in Fig. 4 describes our MS-BS IRMA
model in eitheruplink or downlinkoperation, where only one
branch of the th user is shown. As the output of the two-stage
BS module, the signal block to be transmitted on theth branch
of the th user is given by

(12)

where and are indices of the TH and MU addresses as-
signed to the th user, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4,
is first parallel to serial (P/S) converted; it then propagates
through the equivalent channel, which accounts for theth
pulse shaper, the corresponding physical channel and theth
matched filter. Upon reception, noise and MUI are added, to
yield the received chip-rate sampled sequence

At the receiver, samples are serial to parallel (S/P)
converted to form blocks

which are observed in the presence of noise blocks

Let be the lower triangular Toeplitz ma-
trix with first column ,
and be the upper triangular Toeplitz ma-
trix with first row . The
input–output block relationship of our system can be described
in matrix-vector form as

(13)

where is defined in (12). Making use of the address
assigning rules and (12), we can reexpress (13) as

(14)

Notice that the dependent term in (14) accounts for
the so-called interblock interference (IBI).

IV. DIGITAL MS-BS-IRMA RECEIVER

We describe here our digital IRMA design that relies on
MS-BS. The latter is described by (12), and can be implemented
efficiently by symbol-spreading followed by chip-interleaving
as detailed in [18]. The resulting MS-BS based MUI-free trans-
ceivers are applicable to bothdownlinkanduplink operations.
Since PPM is a nonlinear modulation, the receivers will operate
in three stages: 1) a linear filtering stage to separate multiple
users and, thus, render the multiple-access channel equivalent
to a set of single-user ISI channels; 2) a stage employing
single-user channel equalizers to eliminate channel effects; and
3) a symbol detection stage.

The first stage of the receiver employs a multiuser separating
front-end, which is described by the despreading matrices
and for the th user. The goal of this stage is to extract the

th user’s signal from , and yield the MUI-free block

(15)

At the second stage, the MUI-free output
can then be equalized byany single
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Fig. 5. MU BS stage with MU address matricesDDD in (17).

Fig. 6. TH spreading of a subblock with TH address submatrixCCC .

user equalizer; e.g., a linear equalizer will yield symbol
block estimates

(16)

where .
Finally, symbol detection is performed based on the soft es-

timates .
Starting from the general block-spread transmission model

developed in Section III, we will propose judiciously designed
transceiver pairs and ,
which enable separation of superimposed multiuser signals
deterministically, andregardless of multipath propagation
through frequency-selective ISI channels of maximum order.

Based on the MU address vectors defined in (10), we
select the MU spreading matrices , and the corresponding
MU separating (despreading) matrices as

(17)

Using the Kronecker product definition we find that and
have dimensions , and , re-

spectively. Recall that at this stage the spreading is performed at
the frame level. The MU spreading by can then be viewed
as symbol-spreading followed by frame-interleaving, as shown
in Fig. 5; similarly, the MU despreading by can be viewed
as frame-deinterleaving followed by block-despreading.

As to the selection of the TH spreading matrices , and the
corresponding MU separating matrices , we first consider

for , where is defined in (6), and let

where is a matrix, which we
term zero-padding (ZP) matrix because upon premultiplication
with a vector, it appends zeros. Based on ’s and

’s, we select the TH spreading matrices ,
and the corresponding TH separating matrices

as

(18)

It can be readily shown that .
Recall that at this stage, the spreading is performed at the chip
level. The TH spreading by can then be viewed as symbol-
spreading followed by chip interleaving and zero padding, as
shown in Fig. 6. The properties of Kronecker products can be
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used to verify the following mutual orthogonality relationships
between any two usersand

(19)

Based on the (de)spreading matrix pairs in (17) and (18), we
have the following observations.

Proposition 1: The dependent term in (14), that
accounts for IBI, vanishes.

Proof: Recognizing that the last rows of are zeros
by design, while the nonzero elements of only show
up in its last columns, we have

(20)

from which it follows that
.

Furthermore, we prove in the Appendix the following.
Proposition 2: The channel matrix commutes

with the BS matrices and in (14). Specifically, it holds
that ,
where is a tall Toeplitz matrix of dimension

.
Using Propositions 1 and 2, and substituting (20) into (14),

we have

(21)

Based on (19) and (21), we can reexpress (15) as

(22)

with the substitution . Notice that

the block despreading operation has indeed separated
the desired user perfectly from the MUI. Considering the

blocks ,
we have from (22)

(23)

where and are vectors generated
by concatenating the output blocks from the receiver filters

matched to the waveforms, and is the
matrix

...
...

.. .
...

Equations (22) and (23) disclose that the superimposed
received signals from multiple users can be separated deter-
ministically, regardless of the finite-impulse response (FIR)
multipath channels. This is due to the fact that the design in
(17) and (18) preserves the code orthogonality among users
even afterunknownmultipath propagation. Similar to [18],
multipath channels with CIBS transmissions cause ISI within
each symbol block, but they do not give rise to interchip
interference (ICI) within the code vector; i.e., ICI is replaced
by ISI. Recall that in our MS-BS-IRMA design, the BS at the
first stage is accomplished by the spreading matrix , which
is formed by symbol spreading followed by frame-interleaving;
the second-stage BS is accomplished by the spreading matrix

, which is formed by symbol spreading followed by chip
interleaving and zero padding. The one-step zero padding in the
second-BS stage eliminates the ICI and maintains the orthog-
onality among the spreading codes of both stages, namely TH
and MU addresses, which in turn guarantees the deterministic
multiuser separation at the receiver.

Similar to [18], we claim that the multiuser separating
front-end preserves the maximum-likelihood (ML) optimality.
Collecting ’s to form

, we obtain .
The latter implies that if is white, then remains white,
and

(24)

where , the number of
active users is in the fully-loaded case, and
denotes probability; i.e., our multistage block despreading
operations perform user separation (MUI elimination) without
coloring the noise. Therefore, our chosen (de)spreading codes
have successfully converted a MUD problem, which has to deal
with both MUI and ISI in the presence of time dispersive chan-
nels, into a set of equivalent single user equalization problems
without loss of optimality. In other words, if the single user
ISI problems in (23) are demodulated in the ML sense using,
e.g., Viterbi’s decoding, then computationally demanding
MUD is not needed when spreading and despreading matrices
are chosen as in (17) and (18).

Trading off optimality for complexity, any other equalizer
can replace the ML Viterbi equalizer in decoding (23). For

-ary PPM modulation, the complexity of maximum likeli-
hood sequence estimation (MLSE) is per symbol
block of size . The per-symbol decoding complexity is, thus,

, irrespective of the block size , and the maximum
channel order . Exploiting the finite alphabet,
decision feedback equalization (DFE) can certainly be applied.
Furthermore, after MUI elimination, noncoherent detection is
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also possible. Striking a compromise between performance and
complexity, here we consider only linear equalizers. Depending
on how is selected, we obtain the following linear receivers:

MF receiver

(25)

zero-forcing (ZF) receiver

(26)

minimum mean-square error (MMSE) receiver

(27)

where , and .
Symbol detection is then performed based on the soft esti-

mates (cf. (16)). Defining the th user’s symbol
block estimate

, decisions can be made according to

for all .
So far , we have seen how MS-BS-IRMA replaces ICI with

ISI and, thereby, converts a MUD problem into a set of equiva-
lent single user equalization problems. We now look at several
of its features.

A. MUI-Resilient Reception

Notice that equalization among users in MS-BS-IRMA
is fully decentralized, and each user may opt to use a dif-
ferent equalizer, without interfering with other users. In other
words, the coexistence of multiple users does not affect the
performance of individual users, who are flexible to have their
own channel acquisition and/or equalization choices. This
is in sharp contrast with conventional IRMA systems. Let
us consider the system parameters in [16], with ns,

, and . Then the maximum number of users
that can be accommodated by our MS-BS-IRMA system is

. As increases in the range of ,
no degradation in performance occurs and no additional power
is required to achieve a certain BER, regardless of the multipath
channel. In contrast, BER degrades in the conventional IRMA
system as increases, even when the channels are frequency
nonselective. We will confirm this in our simulation section.

B. Rate Scalability

The capability to offer different users variable transmission
rates is a very attractive feature, especially for certain multi-
media applications. A thorough elaboration on the multirate ca-
pabilities of a block-spread multicarrier CDMA scheme can be
found in [12]. Here we show that such services can be accom-
modated also within our MS-BS-IRMA system. The basic idea
is to allow different users to have a different number of MU-TH
address pairs .

Consider assigning to theth user a set of MU-TH address
pairs denoted by . The th transmitted information carrying
block on the th branch of user is then given by

(28)

i.e., the th user can transmit symbol blocks of length
simultaneously, each carried on a distinct MU-TH address pair

. In this way, the th user can transmit a total
number of symbols during each burst of s,
with a corresponding transmission rate that is
proportional to for a given and . Recall that the max-
imum number of mutually orthogonal MU-TH address pairs is

, and let denote the entire set of such address pairs.
In order to avoid address collision and guarantee deterministic
symbol block separation, two conditions have to be satisfied in
the address assignment

and

where is the number of users. Provided each user’s
rate requirement, various numbers of MU-TH address pairs can
be allocated accordingly to achieve multirate transmission.

C. Bandwidth Efficiency Versus Decoding Delay

From a bandwidth utilization point of view, each of the
users sends information symbols every
transmitted chips. Therefore, it is meaningful to define band-
width efficiency as

Since in the fully loaded case, we have , it follows
that:

(29)

For a fixed , larger implies higher bandwidth efficiency.
But as increases, the decoding latency increases as well,
because the receiver needs to wait for the entire-long block
before decoding symbols in the block.

V. SIMULATED PERFORMANCE

In our simulations, two channel models are employed. In
the first one, the channel has 400 paths equally spaced in time
within the maximum delay spread. The path amplitudes are
modeled as Gaussian variables, and they are linearly weighted
with weights decreasing to zero at the maximum delay spread.
The second-channel model is generated according to [4], [9],
where rays arrive in several clusters within an observation
window. The cluster arrival times are modeled as Poisson vari-
ables with cluster arrival rate. Rays within each cluster also
arrive according to a Poisson process with ray arrival rate. The
amplitude of each arriving ray is a Rayleigh distributed random
variable having exponentially decaying mean-square value
with parameters and . Parameters of this channel model are
chosen as: ns, ns, ns, and ns.
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Fig. 7. Comparing BER performance of a conventional IRMA system with
a MS-BS-IRMA system as the number of active users increases (channel
model 1).

We select the pulse shaper to be the second derivative of the
Gaussian function ,
which has been normalized to have unit energy. The parameter

is chosen to be 0.1225 ns to obtain a pulsewidth of 0.7 ns. The
system parameters are as follows: constellation size ,
which corresponds to a binary modulation, with every symbol
transmitted repeatedly over frames, and each frame
composed of chips. As in [16], we have chosen the
frame duration ns, which is also the maximum delay
spread.

Test A: First, we test the performance of MF (RAKE) receiver
of a conventional IRMA system against our MS-BS-IRMA
system in the presence of frequency-selective channels. In the
conventional IRMA system, a filter matched to the desired
user’s TH code is used. We confine the number of users in the
conventional IRMA system , so that orthogonal TH
codes can be employed to avoid collision. For both systems,
we assume that adjacent symbols of a specific user are placed
far apart to avoid ISI, and symbol-by-symbol reception is
performed at the receiver.

Case 1: Uplink scenario with perfect power control (or
equivalently downlink scenario), i.e., , is consid-
ered. The number of users in the conventional IRMA system
is increased from one up to four. Because MUI is eliminated
deterministically, our proposed system exhibits performance
that remains invariant as the number of active users changes
in the range of . While in the conventional
IRMA system, as the number of active users increases, the
BER performance degrades accordingly. Notice that although
the employment of orthogonal TH codes avoids collision in
the conventional IRMA system, the MUI induced by multipath
propagation affects the system performance considerably.
Fig. 7 shows the ensemble performance over 1 000 channel
realizations.

Case 2: Uplink scenario with imperfect power control is
considered here. The number of active users for both systems is
set to be two, with user 1 being the desired user. Supposing that

Fig. 8. Comparing BER performance of conventional IRMA against
MS-BS-IRMA with imperfect power control (two active users-channel
model 1).

Fig. 9. BER versusE =N for ZF receiver with binary symbols andN = 8;
N = 4. Block sizeK = 2. Number of active users in MUD-IRMA system: 4.
Number of active users in MS-BS-IRMA system: 32.

the effective transmission power of user 2 is twice that of user 1
due to near–far effect, we compare the BER performance of the
two systems. Thanks to the deterministic multiuser separation
performed at the front-end of our proposed receiver, the imper-
fect power control has no effect on the BER performance. In
contrast, the conventional IRMA system encounters degrada-
tion due to this phenomenon. The ensemble performance over
1 000 channel realizations is shown in Fig. 8.

Test B: To further illustrate the performance of the proposed
IRMA scheme, we simulate both the novel MUI-free MS-BS-
IRMA, and the MUD-IRMA in [5] and [6]. Recall that our
proposed model applies to both uplink and downlink scenario,
while the latter applies only to downlink. The aforementioned
system parameters allow for maximum
users in the MS-BS-IRMA system, and in the
MUD-IRMA system. The block size is chosen to be .
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Fig. 10. BER versusE =N for MMSE receiver with binary symbols and
N = 8; N = 4. Block sizeK = 2. Number of active users in MUD-IRMA
system: 4. Number of active users in MS-BS-IRMA system: 32.

Figs. 9 and 10 depict the ensemble BER performance over
1 000 channel realizations for the ZF and MMSE linear receivers
based on the two digital IRMA schemes, namely MUD-IRMA
and MS-BS-IRMA. In all cases, the MMSE receivers provide
better performance. For all receivers and both channel models,
the MS-BS receivers consistently outperform their MUD coun-
terparts, while accommodating much more users.

VI. CONCLUSION

A novel MUI-resilient digital IRMA system was developed
in this paper for uplink or downlink transmissions over ISI
multipath channels. Relying on MS-BS, a MUD problem was
converted into a set of equivalent single-user equalization
problems. The performance of individual users neither depends
on the number of users in the system, nor on the power of other
users. As a result, our proposed system is capable of supporting
a large number of ultra-wideband users communicating over
frequency-selective multipath environments.

APPENDIX

PROOF OFPROPOSITION2

Let be the lower
triangular Toeplitz matrix with first column

, and
be the upper triangular
Toeplitz matrix with first row

. The matrix
in (14) can be split into smaller blocks as

(30)

where is the identity matrix, and is the
shifting matrix with first column . For

the same reason that results in (20), we have
. It follows that:

and

(31)

In a manner similar to (30), can be further split into
blocks of dimension as

(32)

where and are upper and lower triangular
Toeplitz matrices defined accordingly. Making use of Kronecker
product properties, we have

(33)

with a tall Toeplitz matrix of di-
mension . Substituting (33) into (31), we have

Furthermore, noticing that

we have

(34)
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